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Low Voltage Linear 
LucaLight    C6• ShelfLight

installation C6

Feed the cable through a slot in the upright and down to the floor 
under the bottom shelf. If needed, the cable may be enclosed inside 
a self adhesive wire mold attached to the underside of the shelf.  
Wire mold can be easily be cut to length on site.  Zipties can be 
used to manage the cables as they go down to the floor.

Spring action holds 
the light in position.
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Luca C6 low voltage ShelfLights can be powered and controlled by a variety of remote 
power supplies and control systems. Some power supplies are hardwired to 110 or 
277V J-boxes, while others can be plugged into a standard outlet.  In all cases, match 
the polarity of the low voltage wires:  Positive is Red to Red and Negative is Black to 
Black (or Blue). and make sure that the stated wattage of the driver is not exceeded by 
the total wattage of the connected fixtures 

‘click’.

Use two putty knives between the top of the shelf light and the under-
side of the shelf, prying down the light to release the spring arm...removing C6 fixture

••••••  call     206-650-8722      24/7   with any questions ••••••

...draw the two putty knives together 
to release the entire light.
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1   install C6 fixtures

2   route C6 cables
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3   connect C6 cables to remote driver

Center the C6 ShelfLight centered just behind the 
front shelf lip and click light into place while moving 
your hands together.

Position the C6 ShelfLight so the 
pocket on the underside of the 
fixture fits over the inside lip of the 
shelf with the cable on the left side,.
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